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Title word cross-reference

A [TSMTDLCH11, San12c]. ch [FMPP10]. d [DCS12]. f [FESD11]. g
[ADV13, ACHVH10, LF12a, SS14]. H
[Egg10e, Egg11f, MHLGHV14, MHC+15, ZYZ14, Abb13, ADV13,
ACHVH10, BL10, BIL15, BK11, BW10, BSMD11, CG14, DGDG11, Egg10d,
Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg13a, Egg13b, Egg14b, FGMM12, FMM13a, GP13,
GBB15, Gla10, Gla12, HAA14, HSW10, HK12, Jac12, Laz10, LF12a,
LZGQ13, MR13, MJHG13, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, OBG11, Pra10e, Saa10,
San12c, SS10b, Sch15b, SS14, YR10, YAC10]. H2 [VBI2]. Ht [ZZY14]. h_t
[Pra10b, San12c]. hg [ACHVH10, FM11b]. hw [BIL15]. j [Tod11]. N
[Par14c]. p [AA10, Pra10a, Pra11b]. φ [Cab13]. π_v [Vin10b]. q
[AdAdAM10, CS11a]. R [San12c]. S [LW10]. z [ZCL14].

- [ACHVH10, GGG+12]. -0967-y [dCPF14]. -Classics

1


5 [VFA10].

6 [VFA10]. 6th [OA10a, OA10b, OA10c].

7th [KÖG12].

87 [OL11]. 88 [Pra12a]. 8th [KG13].

97 [CPF14].

Alternatives [Ley12, OBG11]. atmetrics
[ Bor15a, GG15a, Ham14, HPBI +14, ST14b, ZCW14]. Alzheimer
[CWJC14, SHL15]. ambidexterity [HWLL14]. America
[BMTA15, CR14, MC10]. American
[LV12, ALYZ15, CRZGVQMA15, GWBSWB13, MHC14, OMLC15,
PEPUT15, RPDCRVRP15, SS14, TC11, TC13, WMT +12, WXLL12].
ammunition [ACMP13]. among [BHKP11, BPJ +14, Cho12, DCS12,
GG14, Hal13, HM15c, HLL14, IBL13, JX13, Kim10, KFKS15, Ley11b, LZ14,
MC13, MHM +13, OO12, QDY14, SS10c, SFCFI14, SN10]. amount [LAL15].
Amsterdam [Ano11]. anaerobic [ZLT +14]. anaesthetists [OOG12].
analgesia [KB11b]. analyses [´ABV +14, BB15, CWL10, CHL15, CLHH10, Kra10, Lee10b, Pra14a].
Analysing [MAGSTRC15, RY14]. Analysis
[´ACCG +15, BPVM11, FMPP10, loa06, JG12, KBZS15, MVS10, MYN +15,
PV15, RC13a, RBC +10, YLL15a, YL12, YST12, AHUR11, ADV10, ADD11c,
Agu12, APPS15, AG13, AW10, ABGS14, AW11, ACD14, Ase10, BB10, BL10,
BY13, BHKP11, BPJ +14, BVB13, BH14, BK11, Bas11, BL11a, Bel13, Ben11,
BP11, BBP14, BMTA15, BWD10, BHJ12, Bor15a, BL13, Bue15, ÇAAÇ15,
CHWL12, CZW12, CD14, CVD14, CB15, CL11, Che11, CBF13, CWJC14,
CJJ +15, CY13, CRZGVQMA15, CS11b, CYK +11, CBKL13, Chu14, CFM15,
CG15b, CvLr11, CV14, COS11b, DSC +15, Dan14, DMM13, DVB14, DVB15,
DGPL15, DXY +12, HC15c, EW15, ËMS +13, ET15, Ezt13a, FJ11, FS12,
FM11a, FM12, FSLR10, FZZ +11, FZZ +12b, FLH14, Fük14, FS11, FSOS12,
GW15a, pGDTP12, GGG14, GG14, GCLG15, GREL14, Gar15, GE11].
analysis [GM12, GW10a, GL12, GNVqDMAG11, GTGABAG15,
GdOdAG +13, GWA14, GBGB13, GBl2, GHA +15, HG10, HAL11, HT11,
Hal13, Ham11, HL13, Ho14, HH15c, Hol10, Hos11, HTL15, HHGZ11,
HHD13, HYYL12, HLY14, HFC11, HZZ +15, HYC15, HLLT14, IH14, IFH15,
JYW11, JC12, JP12, JG14, KGB11, KG10a, Ke13, KZ13, KW15, Kim10,
Kim14, KG17 +14, KHK13, KK15, Lam12, LGL10, LKP11, LVG +11, LLL12,
LKS +14, LSK15, Lee15, LZZ +12, LZZ +13, Ley13a, Ley13b, LYSV13,
LGZ +13, LKJG15, LSS15, LCFC14, LW15, Lin12, LCY14, LW10, LSY11,
LWH12, LFLL14, LX15, LWM +15, LTGH15, LYLD15, LJM15, LW14,
LWW +11, MSYW12, MC13, Mad15, MnaeR +15, Mag14a, MM14a, MWH14,
MJ14, Me07, MF14, MdfdA +14, MTT15, MT12a, MDFGM14, MEG15,
MHM12b, MAGSTRC15, MKF14, NSH +11, NSKO15, NFH12, NP11,
NBR +11, NPP +12, NYH +14, OZK11]. analysis
[OMOR13a, OMLC14, OA10c, OE15, Pan14, PY14, PHBN +15, PLW +15,
PR10, PQG14, PHS12, QL12, RG15, RMMC13, RAS15, RJ14, RFGBMA13,
dSRdMdM15, SR15, SH15a, SB15, SHS15, SD13, SC10, SFNO12, SWH14a,
SWH14b, SDS14a, SL12a, SM15, SHL15, Soo10a, SZ15, SLC15, SZ12, tScL13,
SZAJ14, TFF14, TUCR15, TCH +15, TAI11, TPL11, TSMDD1CH11, Ts11,
yT11, yT15, TT13, TCT +13, UHAR12, VMM15, VSRV15, VRF12, VuHL10,
LF14a, LF14b, LX15, MCL+11, NPT+15, OKK14, PROGMA10, PG14b, 
Pra11b, Pri15, SP14, SL14, Tol11, UHAR12, VuHL10, YB14, YSD11, dSF13].
authorships [BL15, CHM15]. automated [ST14c]. Automatic 
[KBT14, vEWNBI0, MSA13]. automatically [LSS15]. automation 
[MAGAM13]. automatizing [Lam12]. automobile [WLN+14].
autonomous [VT10]. autoregressive [ILP13]. availability [CLD13].
average [ADV11, Egg10c]. Award [Fie15b]. awardees [Han11]. awards 
[CT15b, ZL15a]. axiomatics [Que10]. Azerbaijan [GHA+15].

B [PAL13]. background [CT15b, Ye14]. backward [CLHH10, YST12].
balance [HM+13]. Baltic [ZKD11]. bang [MB10a]. Bangladesh 
[HM+12, MR10]. base 
[Han11, HMK+12, MFK14, RY14, WOW10, ZLH+15]. based 
[AAH10, AF15a, ACD11, AÇA+14, ACHVH10, ÀCCG+15, ADD+15, AW11, 
AGLNRR14, AYS+13, BK10, BKL15, BM14b, BN14, BDC+12, Cab11, 
CHWL12, CHL15, CCLL14, CC12b, CYH13, CHL10, De 13, Egg14b, 
ÈMS+13, Eto13, EHK12, FSSPG+15, FMM14, FA10, Gal11, GTD14, HH10, 
HJM+13, Hos11, HTLI5, HSPY15, JSZ13, JDLL14, JS15, Jun12, KM15a, 
KT15, Kha13a, Kha13b, KP12b, KD14, Kis11b, KB13, LSC10, LZZ+12, 
LZZ+13, LCR13, LKR14, LZ14, LYWSV13, LYGQ12, LGZ+13, LZFV15, 
LSS15, LSY11, LCD+14, LGH+14, IWM+15, LI3b, MVS10, MR13, 
MGLZ10, MB13, MCR+12, MM15a, Moo15, MKHB13b, NH11, NA12, 
PYK12, RFGBMA13, SS10b, Sch10a, SLK12, SKCK14, Sni12, SM15, TW10, 
TSLH14, TSMTDLCH11, Van14, VT10, WYAY12, WLLL12, WZLZ13, 
WCL14, WLY14, WG11, Won13, Yan14, mYqS15, YLL15a, YQX10, YWC12, 
YS13, YLL10, YCK11]. based 
[YL10, YYL10, ZPG+14, ZYY14, ZZL+10, 
ZJLG10, ZCL14, ZZPG14, ZCL15, ZyZZ+11, ZG13c, ZWHH13, dZLwC+15, 
vRvLV11, AF15b, KCP11, YK11, YPK13]. basemap [SK12]. bases [Sch12a].
Basic [HSLX14, wH15, NJ10, RRLNAG15, vL12]. basic-clinical 
[RRLNAG15]. basins [Vil10]. basis 
[BMP+14, GRSFV12a, GRSFV+12b, Kar12, MG12, Sch15a]. batches 
[CT15a]. battery [HLLT14]. Bayesian [ILB11, RBC+10]. Bayh 
[LM10, LM13a, TR14]. BCE [Cav15a]. be [ADD10, ACD13, BM14a, 
GGH+10, HL15, Ley15a, Ley15b, LCFC14, Lin10, MBA13, MDG10, Sot12].
beauties [LY2, LI4, ON12]. become [GW10a, LM11]. becoming 
[Cav15a, HAL11]. beer [Lor10]. before [MSYW12]. beginning 
[Bar11, MCL+11]. behavior [BKR13, GTGABAG15, HFC11, Kra10, 
LAS14, LZRI4, RMA12, San12a, San12d, Sch10b]. behaviors [KC12].
behaviour [MS14, WG10]. behaviours [GBMB10, GGS14]. Behind 
[Zit11, Oli15a, Pan14, RY14, RMA12]. being [Tor13, WLM15]. beliefs 
Benchmarking 
[GRSFV+13, MvdH13, OCJB15, CFL12, GRSFV+14c, RS12]. benchmarks 
[ZZL+10]. Benefit [ZZW14]. benefitting [Lor14]. benevolent [DH13b].
Benford [AYS14, CC11a]. Benin [Még13b, Még13c]. benthic [dCdSNB15].
Berlin [GGG+11]. Best [GRSFV+14c, Cav15b, CFG+14, DJWS11, MT15].
Best-in-class [GRSFV+14c]. better [AC13, Fan13a, HK12, MDFGAM14, Sch10b].
between [ADS11, AZKR13, AMFLH15, BB10, BL10, BD12b, BSJ15, BS15b, BL15,
Cha13, CC10b, CS11a, CSC14, DC15b, Dya14, ERW12, Egg10d, Egg13b,
EMH+10, Fin11, Fin15, FM11c, Fuku14, pGDTP12, GZ11, GB14b,
GdoAg+13, GBMA14, Har14b, wHw11, HC12, HCLC14, ILB11, ILBG14,
JG12, JG14, JK10b, JKS15, KA13, Kin10, KJH+12, KG10b, KJ14, KM12,
LAL15, LBGdMA13, LV11, LL10, Lee10b, LH12, LJC+15, MVS10, MR15,
MSL11, MDG10, OPMF+13, OMA15, dFPYdCL12, PRRC15, RGC14,
RSGFV14, San12c, Sch13b, SH15c, TSLH14, TA11, TYWZ12, Tod11, WV13,
WvEvl+11a, WWP14, Wol15, YYDH12, YST12, ZYG15, ZG12b, ZG13b,
ZRY+12, ZL15b, ZB15, dJC15, dW15]. between-department [PRRC15].
betweenness [GLM11]. Beyond [SK12, CRMdMA15, HH15b, KB11b, Pra10b, Ran09].
bi [GZ11].
Bibliographic [TZG15, BC13a, DCS12, FS12, HWL11, HH10,
HC14b, hHC15, LJMF15, MGLZ10, SKCK14, SL12a, So14b, YSY+13].
Bibliographical [LKP11, CHL15]. bibliographically [Sch12a].
Bibliometric [APPS15, AMFLH15, BY13, BSJ15, CVD14, DSG+15, FM11a,
FZZ+11, HL15, HZD+15, Kaz14, LLL12, LJKG15, LW+11, MM14a,
MM14b, MC12, NBR+11, SZAJS14, TW10, VFA10, ADS12, APT13, AG13,
AAB+13, AATBPA15b, ABB14, AC13, BMM14, BK15, BL11a, Bel13,
BLS15, BMTA15, CHWL12, CZW13, CLHH10, hCyL12, CWJC14, CJY+15,
CRZVQM1A15, CH12, CC11b, CG15b, CvLvR11, DVB15, DSN11, DSH+10,
DXL+12, HCC15, EW15, Fed13, FS12, FPS14, Fra10, FM11c, FM15a,
FM15b, FA10, FZZ+12b, FH13, FLH14, GW15a, GG14, GREL14, Gar15,
GW10a, Gl12, GM13, GM15, GGW11, GG15b, GBGB13, GCW+13,
HHK+12, HZH14, HTHB11, HPB+14, He13, Ho13a, Ho14, HH15c,
HSBW10, HCl15b, HFC11, HW12, HSX+15, ILB11, IH14, IFH15, JPZ14,
JDG14, JPZ+10, Kaz15, Kim14, Kis11a, Kis11b, KVC15]. bibliometric [KBL15, Kra10, KvES11, LKP11, Lin12, LZH+12, LGGZ13, LZ+13,
LLG14, LTGH15, LYL15, LSL15, MWH14, MB13, MSL11, MYN+15,
MGMW14, MS14, MHI4, MEG15, MRC14, NHI12, NHY+14, PHBN+15,
PS15, PLW+15, PEF15, Pra11a, Pra14a, Pra14b, Pra14c, PHS12, RG15,
RC13a, RGC14, RPNC13, dSRdMD15, San10, SRGMF15, SH15b, SM15,
SS15, SCLC15, Suo14, TFH14, TCH+15, TA15, TFJD14, TM12, TA11,
Tod11, TP11, TSA11, TS15, vT11, yT15, TT13, VMM15, VSVR15,
WvEvl+11a, WvEvl11, WYH10, WLYH13, WL14, WCB+15, WSL14, Wi15,
WOW10, WOW13, XM13, YHD12, YCL+13a, YJ11, ZHHX10, JZLG10,
ZLT+14, ZL15+15, ZZW+15, ZZY13, ZX14, ZZ15, ZG13c, ZHMX14,
ZLN+13, dJC15, dMALIM14, vEWN10, vEW10, vLCCMV13, vR12].
Bibliometrics [Ano15, DGWZ13, Glä15, PB12, AD11a, ADD11a, Agu12, ABMRVZ14, ABVZ15, CLD13, CYW+11, KHS+15, KDFL14, Lin10, Mad15, MS15a, OCB15, QDY14, UmdSV12, Vin10a, WV13, mYqS15, Zit15].

Bibliometrics-aided [Glä15].

bibliometry [GY12].

bidimensional [TSMTDLCH11].

Big [Hal14, HH15b, HSPY15, Pra14a, LPB14, MB10a, Par14a, Sko14, YWG14, ZVC11, ZLH+15, SBSU15]. bilateral [BKSS15, GW15b].

Binary [Aus14a, Par15].

bio [LM13b].

bio-scientists [LM13b].

Biochemistry [CAGL15].

biodiversity [CFdC+14].

bioenergy [LGH+14].

bioinformatics [KJS14, LLG14, SK13, SHK14].

Biological [Kim14, NPT+15, RCdJ+14].

Biology [CAGL15, RBF+10, CWJB10, LABL13, RASP13].

Biomass [LGH+14].

Biomass-based [LGH+14].

bionanoscience [RM10]. biophysics [Var11].

biosciences [JTZ14].

BIOTA [CFdC+14].

Biotechnology [MJC14, BY13, CG11, CdSPdM13, EES13, GZ11, HCLC14, PS15, PS13].

biped [LW10].

bird [DF15].

black [GP15].

Blaise [Ano14].

blanket [ZLT+14].

blockbuster [BM10].

Blockmodeling [CRFM+12].

board [Kim10, MHM+13].

boards [GGCP10].

bodies [BM12b].

Bonitz [BS13a].

Book [HFC11, Ye14, Ben11, GGP14, TSRGCCJC14, VE14].

bookmarks [SMM15].

books [OE15, Sch14a, TSRGCCJC14].

booming [AvLS14].

boosted [WBH+12].

boosted-trees [WBH+12].

border [CKB+14].

borders [HL13].

Börner [Ley11a].

boundaries [BM12b, Fie15b].

bounded [McC14].

brain [MT12a, Vel12, WMW+13].

branches [PPE14].

brasilien [GVGSEPRC15].

Brazil [CFdC+14, CdSPdM13, FKRS14, GdOdAG+13, GdA14, Han15, HKH10, RCDJ+14, dSSdMAF14, dAG13, dSF13].

Brazilian [CFdC+14, CddS+12, HR11, LML11, LSM+15, MCL+11, OCM+12, RCDJ+14, SRP13, WV13].

breadth [GPN14, HR15, YMSQ10].

Breakthrough [PLWS14, FM11c, Paj15].

breakthroughs [WT14, WT15].

BRIC [AATPBAB15a, WLY14, YYDH12].

BRICS [Fin15, WW12, YQW13].

Bridge [WMT+12].

bridges [ACD14].

brief [LT10b, MBR+13].

broad [LLYC14].

brokerage [PW13, WhCL10].

brokers [Fie15a].

bubble [FM11c].

budget [Tod14].

building [xShLY+15].

Business [CDD15, ELP11, HM15b, SRGMF15, WS13b, AL12, BSJ15, CLZL15, DTM+13, EBD15, FPS14, KJ13, LHM+11, ML10, PHS12, WHC+13, WLZ+15, HM15a, HSBW10].

byline [ADR13, MSL11].

calculating [Sch13a].

calculation [CvLB10, FMM13a, Pra12d, RKT+15].

calculus [MGT14].

California [HFW+14].

call [Sug11].

calls [RJ14].

Calophyllum [GVGSEPRC15].

came [CMO11].

camel [GAGT15].

campaigns [Par14b].

Campanario [Egg14a].

Campbell [Par14c].

Can [Bru10, HL15, Kis11a, Ley15a, Ley15b, LCFC14, MBA13, MDG10, SS10c, ACD13, ALH15, GRSFV14a, LM15, PLWS14, WhCL10].

Canada
WYAY12, WQY12, WZLZ13, WTG15, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, WST14, WW11, Wu13, Xie15, YMSQ10, YST12, You14, YFY10, YL10, YYL10, ZJLG10, ZS11, ZC14, Zit15, Zuc10, vRvLV11, vWWtH14, YLL+15c, LV12].
citation-analysis [KZ13]. Citation-based [HTL15, MCR+12, GTD14, MKHB13b, Smi12, FE14, FMM15b, FAA13, GP15, GPN14, GBMA14, Har12, IBL13, JN11, JYW11, Kol12, Leb12, LYWSV13, LRZ13, LH12, LABL13, MGLZ10, MBR+13, Mes11, MDG10, ML10, NPP+12, RMA12, RW11, San12d, San12c, Sch12a, SGG+14, SRW+15, SMM15, VT10, WRV14, WW11, YQX10, YK14, YK15, YSY+13, YST12, YS14, ZCL14, ZXLX14, Zit11, dW15].
citations-a [AdAdAM10].
cite [COS11b, Har12, LT10b]. Cited [Bha11, Ioa06, BB15, BC13b, COS11b, Ham11, HAJ12, Hoi3b, KPS12, KN15, Ley12, MHC+15, MBA13, MBTKA14, MC12, NVLR10, PLA10, PAL13, Per10, WYY11, Whi15, YY14, YSY+13].
citing-side [Zit11]. city [xShLY15]. CIVETS [YQW13]. civil [JJR10, Kaz14, KPJT14].
closer [DMV10]. closure [PW13, WhCL10], clues [NC11, CKB+14].
clumping [ZSZT14]. Cluster [AF15a, ILB13, KLC14, KGL+14, Mad15, SH15a, AF15b]. Cluster-based [AF15a, AF15b].
Clustering [KBT15, YPNS14, JC12, LDD11, LGD12, MLT+15, TGG15, TTT13, WZLZ13]. clusters [AGHL14, Cho12, GT11, KLC14]. Cluttered [OK13]. Co [AW11, Fie15b, Hol10, RFGBMA13, ACD14, Aus13, Aus14b, BHB13, BBR14, BP11, BL15, CM15, CMUdF15, CH15, CL11, CJC13, CY13, CRFM+12, CHL10, Dan14, DAMC15, DVB14, DC15b, EGR13, Eto13, Fie15a, Fie15c, GW15a, GGR11, gPDTP12, GTGABAG15, HGHZ11, HHDL13, hHC15, JCK11, JX13, KM15a, KGG15, KPSL12, LGL10, LSS15, LH12, LHW12, LC12, LX15, MJHG13, MFR14, OZK11, PY14, PROGMA10, PML14, QDY14, RAS15, RT12a, Scho12a, Sch12b, SL14, SD13, SMA10, SL10, To11, UHAR12, VHL10, WZX11, WLL12, WZLZ13, WCL14, WZW15, WS13a, Xie15, YLL15b, YWC12, YB14, YSD11, ZS11, ZC14, ZHL+15].
Combining

Comments

commercial

commitment

comment

Communicating

companies

Comparison

competence

Computer

computing

concept
[HRB+13, HRB+14, LWM+15, LM15, MHLGHV14, McC14]. \textbf{concepts}
[ANoDFC12, MG12, NSC13, PPE14]. \textbf{conceptual} [GZJ+15, MAGSTRC15].
\textbf{conceptualisation} [Bor15b], \textbf{conceptualization} [San12c].
\textbf{concerning} [LSL15]. \textbf{Conference} [Ano10, Ano15, GGH+14, HSBW10, KÖG12, KG13, LLRG10, OING12, Bar11, KKV+13, MF14, SFNO12, SHK14, BI10b].
\textbf{conferences} [dSAEE15, ERW12, MGLZ10, SA12, WS13b]. \textbf{configuration} [Ley11b].
\textbf{conflict} [JPZ+10], \textbf{conflicting} [GRSFVdMA14]. \textbf{Conflicts} [LS15].
\textbf{conformity} [EO14]. \textbf{confusing} [GG15a]. \textbf{confusion} [Sch15a].
\textbf{connect} [Vil10]. \textbf{connecting} [Hsi11]. \textbf{connections} [BL15]. \textbf{connectivity} [Ley11b].
\textbf{conflict} [JPZ+10], \textbf{conflicting} [GRSFVdMA14]. \textbf{Conflicts} [LS15].
\textbf{considering} [WLMF15a, WLMF15b]. \textbf{consistency} [KKL14].
\textbf{consistency-driven} [KKL14]. \textbf{consortial} [TÜ10]. \textbf{Constructing} [CLHH10, HFL14, LSS15]. \textbf{construct} [Har15b].
\textbf{content} [BWD10, BHJD12, DGPL15, FSLR10, FA10, GPN10, Hol10, SRL15, WOW10, YPK13]. \textbf{content-based} [FA10]. \textbf{contents} [ESB15]. \textbf{context} [CA12, Eto13, GVGEPRC15, Kaz14, Kaz15, KP12b, LCD+14, MWH14, RGTSUCH14, RCI3b, Sma11, Vel12]. \textbf{context-based} [Eto13]. \textbf{contexts} [Cha13, SMAABJ11, Sma10]. \textbf{contingent} [Vel12]. \textbf{continuance} [CHM15].
\textbf{continue} [BL11b]. \textbf{contribute} [OM11]. \textbf{contributed} [Cha14].
\textbf{Contribution} [DMM13, Fan15a, AG13, BM14, EGR13, JX13, KB13, Lr12, VG14, YHC+15, Zha14]. \textbf{Contributions} [KKE13, ALY15, Ano11, CH15, G1K4, LLYC14, TBW+12]. \textbf{contributors} [WW15]. \textbf{control} [ZZ14]. \textbf{convergence} [JKC15, KCK+13, LLW13].
\textbf{converging} [BNV11]. \textbf{Cooperation} [UMK14, BHS14, JIR10, RPGM10, ZG10]. \textbf{cope} [Buc15]. \textbf{Coping} [GBSZL15]. \textbf{copying} [GBSZL15].
\textbf{Core} [Cho12, A1+1, Aus14a, Bou14b, CRR14, CS11b, Egg11f, GT11, Glä12, GT12, HLL14, HYLL12, HLY14, KMP11a, SD13, WQY12, YR10, Zel12].
\textbf{Core-periphery} [Cho12, Zel12]. \textbf{coreness} [PY14]. \textbf{corporate} [CC10b, Cc111, CSC12, vPD13]. \textbf{corporations} [PYK13]. \textbf{correcting} [W110]. \textbf{correction} [Egg13a].
\textbf{correlated} [HCL14, SMM15, Tor13]. \textbf{Correlation} [EMH+10, wWhH10, OPFM+13, QDY14, WvEvL+11a].
\textbf{Correlations} [WV13, AAB+13, TC13]. \textbf{correspondence} [MSL11].
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SCSs [DLMX15]. Search [HG13, AYP13, BM15, HSP15, JDH12, Jum12, MM15a, MM15b, Saf13, SGN15, ST14c, VG14]. Searching [BNV11, Eto13, Hsi11].

Second [Pra13, CA12, TSG13, dSF15]. second-generation [dSF15].

second-order [CA12, TSG13]. section [HP10, JTT14].

sectional [BN10, Bül11b, OO12].

sector [Com15, GGG14, KHJ+12, dMALIM14].

Sectoral [CdJD15, GL15, Lan13, Lee10b].

sectors [PY14, SN10].

security [Oli15b].

sediment [NYH14].

sediment-related [NYH+14]. SEE [KBZS15].

Seed [RCN+14].

seeking [BKRG13].

seeks [FB10].

seemingly [GRSFV14a].

seen [Man15, Még13b].

select [FMM14, Moe10, PKR15, SP12a].

Selected [Ano10, Ano11, Ano15, AATBPAB15a, MR10, WG12, ZP15]. selecting [ADD14a, BM13a, BM13b].

selection [AhO1L14, BAI15, Egg11d, GRSFV14b, KC12, PTMT10, YK14, dZLwC+15].

Selective [OMOR13b]. Selectivity [KB11b, KB12, PS10].

Self [CvLB10, LV11, dSAE15, BK11, CPY13, GREL14, Har12, KdBBK15, Lâ14, Lé12, LH12, Tod14, WG10, YK14, LV12].

self-archiving [Lâ14].

Self-citation [LV11, BK11, CPY13, LV12].

Self-citations [CvLB10, Har12, Lé12, LH12].

self-observation [Tod14].

self-organization [KdBBK15].

self-organizing [dSAE15].

self-plagiarism [GREL14].

self-propagating [WG10].

self-selection [YK14].

Semantic [MVS10, PK14, GM12, GGW+13, HH15a, MM15a, PYK12, Var11, VG14, WLL12, WK15, YK11, YK12, ZZPG14, ZZP+14a].
semantic-based [WLLL12]. semi [CLB13]. semi-supervised [CLB13].
semi-automatic [MM15a]. semiconductor [CSC12, CKCK10]. seminal
[CH15]. sending [Har13b]. Senegal [Még13c]. senior [MS13]. sense
[CPV14, CZV10, pGDTP12]. sensing [ZL+13]. sensitive [So644b].
sensitivity [ADV10]. sensitized [WLR+14, ZZP+14a]. sensor [PR10].
sentence [Mag14b]. Sentences [Sch14b]. sentiments [Sma11]. Seoul
[Kim14]. separation [KM12]. sequence [Egg10c]. sequences
[Pra11a, XLR15]. Serbia [IH14, IFH15]. Serbian [SIR+14]. series
[Bas11, BOS14, FCTV12, TSRGCCJC14]. service [ZG13c]. services
[MSS11, YLY+14]. set [RC13a, WYAY12]. sets [BM13a, BM13b, Pra14a].
seven [LGZ+14, NBR+11]. several [BM12a]. Severe [vRvLV11]. Sex
[LGV+11, RLW14]. Shafer [WLPF14]. Shanghai
[Doc11a, BBV10, DMV10, Doc11b, Doc13, DC14, DC15a, DEC15]. shapes
[Etz13b]. Shaping [LSY11, OA10c, AAV13]. Shapley [To12]. share
[ADV10]. shared [Vil10]. sharing [GPN10, Hag10b, LF12a]. shift [MB13].
shifted [ER12]. shifts [RY14]. Short [Fie15c]. Should
[BBV10, BM14a, LIdMAM11]. shoulders [Lar12]. showing [BL11b, Egg10c].
shrimp [DMM13]. side [OMLC15, Zit11]. SIF [XLR15, XLR15]. SIF-
[XLR15]. SIF-indicator [XLR15]. signal [MZ14, WPCG13]. signals
[YK12]. significance [Cam14, Egg14a, Sch15a, Ye14]. significant
[LHW14]. significantly [Pan14]. silicon [YCK11]. silicon-based
[YCK11]. similarities [CA12, Moe10, MM15a, PYK12, TSG13]. similarity
[Cab11, GHvB12, MVS10, MG12, RKT+15, RC13b, SS10b, Sch10a, Sch13b,
ST14a, ZRY+12]. simple [AC13, BM13a, CV15, GGP14, H14, HR15].
simulated [Ley15a]. simulation [DGPL15, IL14b, MKF14, PG14a, WG11].
Simulations [Sob11]. simultaneous [LW15]. sin [DF15]. since
[KBL15, MH15]. Single
[Pra14b, BSMD11, Egg10d, Egg11e, Egg11f, NPT+15]. single-
[NPT+15]. Site [LGL10, Or715]. situation [CRAJdMACA15, SMY15]. six
[GRG12]. Sixty [AER+14]. Sixty-four [AER+14]. Size [LAS14, Aus14a, BT15,
CC10a, De 13, DC15a, KB11a, LSR13, OMAM11]. Wra10]. sizeable
Sky [CZV10, ZVC11]. Sleeping [ON12, LY12, Li14]. sliding [HC14b].
Slovenia [BBDS+14]. Slovenian [KMF1212]. sludge [ZLT+14]. Small
[ZWHH13, Fie15c, GS12, HW10, LGL10, UMK14, ZGL14]. Small-world
[ZWHH13]. smart [xShLY+15]. SME [YKCK13]. SMEs [LK+14]. smooth
[CSC14]. Social [EOS12, GB14a, Har13c, Kha13a, Kha13b, LL12, MHC+15,
OE15, SDS14b, VE14, WZW15, YB14, BD12a, BTNS14]. Cab11, Cha13,
hCtM15, CLLH15, Chi14, CRMdMA15, CyPP12, CV14, DGDG13,
Dya14, EGU10, FSC14, GW15a, GF11, HG10, Ho14, HY12, HLY14, KC12,
KP12b, Lev15, LZFW15, LL15, MLC14, MRGT13, MBTKA14, OMOR13b,
Or15, OBG11, Pa15, PLA10, Pau10, PEFP13, RG12, SY10, SL12a,
SMY15, TA14b, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, XTZ15, YQX10]. socialization
societal [BM14a].  
Society [GGH+14, LV12].  
socio [KMP+11b, MMAHS10, ML13, XM13].  
socio-cognitive [ML13].  
socio-ecological [XM13].  
socio-economic [MMAHS10].  
socio-technical [KMP+11b].  
sociology [MHC14, Var11].  
Söderlund [LSL15].  
soft [WYAY12].  
Software [vEW10, Fer14, Gar15, GWA14, KLCS14, VCC12].  
soil [NA14, ZDZ+15].  
solar [DXL+12, HBC13, JCC13, LZZ+13, LIW13, MnaeR+15, Pra14c, WLR+14, Wu14, YCK13, YCK11, ZZP+14a, ZYG15].  
solid [LFLG14, YCL+13a, YCL+13b].  
Solla [Ano12c, Ano14].  
solution [ZZPG14].  
Southern [Bos10, Pou10].  
Space [LSC10, Hol10, LM13b, WPW+14, YS13].  
Spain [BPTG10, BGAAM15, MM14c, MB10b, MDFGAM14, SGGZSL+13].  
Spanish [Ard12, BR12, DCGZ+12, EGU10, FCTV12, GRSFV+12b, GMS10, ILB13, IBL13, LNMQR15, MRGT13, MCB15, OMOR13b, PQGI14, RGTSLCH14].  
spatial [Wu13].  
speaking [BSvEK13, CFG+14, GAVZAB12, KWW15].  
Special [PC14, Ano15, FR11, GS15].  
Specialization [Wra14, AvLS14, LdDAM11].  
specialized [CLL11].  
specialties [De 13, HFW+14, Sot12, Wra10].  
speciality [ML13, Oli15a].  
Species [So114b, MSP+15, NBR+11].  
Specific [Kol12, CXPjHqZ15, MB15, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, PB12].  
Spectroscopy [WB15, CH15, MB14].  
spectrum [MRGT13].  
speed [GPNI14, Yon14, ZZ14].  
spell [JC11].  
spend [PS13].  
spillover [tScL13].  
splitting [dSAEE15, SKCK14].  
sponsored [Che15].  
sponsorship [WS11].  
sport [WTG15].  
spread [Bue15].  
Springer [SGY15].  
square [Pra10b].  
Sri [MR10].  
SSME [HC15b].  
stability [CC14, HSW10].  
staff [BD10b].  
stage [BND11, JK15, LKS+14, RKT+15, WT15, WP11].  
stages [HCL14].  
stand [GE11].  
standard [Cav15a, MT13a].  
Standardization [Kra13, TA14a, CLkS11, HP10].  
standardized [ADV11].  
standards [Ley13a].  
standpoint [UMK14].  
stands [TBS15].  
star [Aus14a, DMC15].  
stars [Cho12, HL15].  
State [UMdSV12].  
stated [ANZ15].  
statements [LS15, Ric15].  
States [ZKD11, Ley15a, TBS15, TYWZ12, WMW+13, YKF15].  
static [MB10a, RC13b].  
Statistical [JKSK15, SGN15, CG14, GE11, Hos11].  
statistically [LB12].  
Statistics [Ley13b, DFS15, FMM15b, LG10, RC13b, VB13].  
status [CHWL12, Ch14, GW15a, LGZ+13, L112, MSP+15, PJB+12, ZSY14, ZLG+15, Zuc10].  
stem [AW11, ZS11, FB10].  
Stephan [Etz13b].  
stepping [Van12].  
stepping-stone

sturgeon [JG12, JG14]. styles [MHC14]. sub [ACORC11, HHZ14, ILGZ+14, OM11, XLR15]. sub-areas [HHZ14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB15, Pin15, RSGFV14, SP12a, TZG15, ZJLG10, ZCL14.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **subject-classification** [TZG15]. **subject-specific** [MB15]. **subjects** [CHL15]. **submission** [ADD14a]. **submitted** [BHJD12]. **subsequent** [SRW+15, vWWhH14]. **subset** [FM14]. **Substance** [WST14]. **success** [AGLNR14, BSvEK13, CT15b, FGIM12, FMM13b, FMM14, HK12, JPT13, Kis11a, KWW15]. **success-index** [FGMM12, FMM13b]. **successful** [Pou12]. **successfully** [MBTKA14]. **successive** [Par15]. **suggested** [Osw10]. **suggestions** [RMCM13]. **suitability** [ADV13]. **sum** [Doc12]. **Summer** [GGH+10, GGG+11, GGG+12]. **superficial** [vWWhH14]. **supervised** [CLB13]. **supervising** [KKE13]. **supplemental** [GP15]. **supplements** [Che15]. **Support** [SDT15, NSh+11]. **support** [FB10, HR11, MT15, PG14a]. **supported** [KKL14, WLF15]. **surname** [Kis11b, KB13]. **surname-based** [Kis11b, KB13]. **Survey** [CZV10, BN14, lCyLt12, HM15c, HJM+13, LLMF15, NH11, vEW10, ZVC11]. **sustainable** [HHZ14, ILGZ+14, QL12, Sot12]. **swans** [JSZ13]. **Sweden** [BL11b, BN14]. **Swedish** [BN10, Bre10, SM15]. **symbiotic** [Wol15]. **synchronic** [YS14]. **synchrontron** [ Hal13]. **syndrome** [CVlVR11]. **Synergy** [KM12, LZ14, LPL14]. **syntactic** [VG14, WZS12]. **syntactic-semantic** [VG14]. **synthesizing** [Hsi11]. **System** [Ano11, BR12, Che12, CC12a, CH15, FKM+15, HFL14, KPSL12, MAHMS10, OMOR13b, RvFEdM10, RG12, SH15a, SN10, Yoo15, ZZZ+10, Zuc10, HFW+14]. **Systematic** [MF14, GWA14, HSPY15]. **Systems** [UMdSV12, dSFSF15, ACD11, ADV11, ADD14b, ÁRM13, Bre15, ÇAAÇ15, CST11, Doc11b, Doc12, FM11c, FM12, GL15, GWA14, HC15b, Kha13a, Kha13b, KC15, LLYD15, MT12b, MMSS11, NH11, OA10a, OCSM11, PK14, PHS12, SGG+14, TP11, ZLYF14, ZZZ14, ZRR+12, Doc11a].
| **tables** [HC14a]. **tabulation** [Hos11]. **tags** [KC12]. **tail** [Glä10, Glä13, YR10]. **tail-core** [YR10]. **Tailor** [Gal11]. **Taiwan** [SWH14b, Cha14, CYW+11, CSC12, hCtMWH15, CS11b, HIC12, Hu11, HWW14, KLP12, LLL12, LYQG12, Lin12, LXL15, MC12, SWH14a, TCT+13, Wu14]. **Taiwanese** [LCC12, Sh1a12]. **take** [Hag10a, KKV+13]. **takes** [Hir10]. **tale** [DSH+10]. **tales** [Jac12]. **talk** [Bru10]. **tapered** [Sisn12c]. **taxonomy** [JC12, LSS15]. **teacher** [Tod14]. **teaching** [DH13b]. **team** [BT15, TCR10, ZZW14]. **tech** [Suo10]. **TechMining** [PC14]. **Technical** [AP14, HCLC14, KMP+11b, SHS15, VG14]. **technique** [JDH12, LW10]. **techniques** [DAMC15, Lee10a, MVS10]. **Technological** [CLLL10, HLLT14, LZZ+13, AAV13, BM13a, BM13b, BM11, CWL10, CJW10, CSC12, CC12b, Com15, DQ11, EES13, SI12, HR15, HDC13, HCS+15, JK10b, KCK14, Lee10b, LKS+14, LZ14, LAHH15, LCFC14, LP10, PYK12, RBF+10, SPS14, SFNO12, WLD+14, WY12, Won13, Wu14, YK11, YK12, YPK13, ZZZ+12]. **Technologies** [SJ10, AUS12, CS11b, EMS+13, HLL14, HSPY15, KCK14, YKCK13, ZyZZ+11]. **Technology** [Ano10, BM15, CK14, JKCK15, KHK13, LKS+14, MEG15, NASR11, SK14a,
JvGH10, KJ14, LKS+14, LYGQ12, Lor14, NJ10, PPE14, SGG+14, Sch15a, Sch14a, Sch10b, WDP11). **two-dimensional** [LYGQ12, NJ10]. **two-stage** [BND11, LKS+14, WDP11]. **two-year** [Can11]. **Type** [Abb13, BPVM11, CCM+11, CV15, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glä12, JN11, LZGQ13, MR13, Rou12a, Sch12b]. **types** [GD11, HP10, KBT14, KWW15, PPE14, SGG+14, Sch15a, Sch14a, Sch10b, WDP11].

**two-dimensional** [LYGQ12, NJ10]. **two-stage** [BND11, LKS+14, WDP11]. **two-year** [Cam11]. **Type** [Abb13, BPVM11, CCM+11, CV15, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glä12, JN11, LZGQ13, MR13, Rou12a, Sch12b]. **typical** [WYY11].

**U.S.** [ACORC10, CSC13, CKCK10, Han11, KSB11, OMR14, Shi14]. **UASB** [ZLT+14]. **ubiquitous** [ZW11]. **UGR** [RGTSLCH14]. **UK** [COS11b, Fan13a, MTT15, ZZY13]. **ultimate** [Oos15]. **unavailable** [Mou15a]. **unbalanced** [HDC13]. **unbiased** [MD12]. **uncertainty** [KHS+15]. **uncited** [YY14, YSY+13]. **uncitedness** [Egg10b]. **Uncovering** [DMV10, Lee15]. **underlying** [CL13, QL12]. **understand** [You14].

**Understanding** [Ano11, PTMT11, OMR14, THAL15]. **undertake** [BL11b]. **uniform** [ADS10b]. **union** [ACORC10]. **United** [TBS15, TYWZ12, WMW+13, YK15]. **units** [Lee10a]. **universal** [GGW11]. **Universality** [EHK12]. **universe** [MB10a]. **universiteit** [AC12, CFL12]. **Universities** [AKB+10, ADR14a, ADD14b, AhOL14, AZSA14, AÇA+14, BPJ+14, BR11, Ben15, BDC+12, CD14, CPF13, DCGZ+12, DH13b, DQ11, Doc13, EGU10, FJ11, FFC15, FH13, GRSSFV+12b, GE11, GSMT10, Hos11, HSWC13, JBM11, KLL14, KK13, KE13, LP12, Lee12, LYGQ12, LCWY12, LjmAM11, LZL10, Mat12, Mat13, MT15, PQG14, RGTSLCH14, RCGM14, Sha12, TBB13, TR14, WMT+12, WMW+13, WHC+13, WWP14, WHL+15, ZHMX14]. **University** [CD14, Che15, GY12, Kim14, ADS10a, ADD11c, ADS12, ADR14b, ABIMO10, ACP12, ALH15, Bas11, BPGGdMA12, BR11, BR12, BS13b, ÇAAÇ15, hCyL12, CHC13, CK14, Chn14, Cla15, DH13a, Doc11a, Doc11b, Doc12, DC15a, DEC15, FYC15, FGP13, GG14, GRSSFV+13, HDW+15, IL14b, LGV+11, Lax10, LZZ+12, LM10, LP14, LCWY12, MR15, OR13a, OMOR13b, OMA15, Pum10, RVFEdM10, RGTSLCH14, RCGM14, Saf13, SDS14a, SN10, TM12, Tod14, WHL+15, WSI13a, vRvLV11, GD11, GG13, GG+12, HFW+14, OCJB15, RCCM14, WS10]. **university-industry** [ADS12, FYC15, RVFEdM10, TM12]. **university-industry-government** [CHC13, Chn14, IL14b, LZZ+12, LP14]. **university-invented** [CD14]. **University-owned** [CD14]. **university-research** [GGG14].

**University-sponsored** [Che15]. **unrelated** [CSC11, CC12b, GRSSFV14a]. **Unseen** [WW12]. **Unsupervised** [WLPH14]. **unveiling** [CKB+14, Keg15]. **update** [HM15c]. **updated** [APYS13, CCLL14]. **Updating** [Rou12b]. **upflow** [ZLT+14]. **upon** [CC12b]. **ups** [SRP13]. **URAP** [AÇA+14]. **URAP-TR** [AÇA+14]. **urban** [JDG14, LSR13]. **URL** [Lin11]. **Urquhart** [TÜ10]. **USA** [CGZ10, MT13b, TFJD14, WMW+13, ZYG15]. **Usage** [GG15a, GGS14, WMXZ14, MF14, SG10, WLMF15a, WLMF15b]. **Use** [EGU10, GWS15, SS14, AL12, BW10, BWD12, CP12b, CH15, HC14a, Hun12,

X [Saf^{13}, Sch^{15c}]. X-centage [Sch^{15c}].
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